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Jet formation in bubbles bursting at a free

surfae

Laurent Duhemin, St�ephane Popinet, Christophe Josserand

and St�ephane Zaleski

Abstrat

We study numerially bubbles bursting at a free surfae and the

subsequent jet formation. The Navier-Stokes equations with a free

surfae and surfae tension are solved using a marker-hain approah.

Di�erentiation and boundary onditions near the free surfae are sat-

is�ed using least-squares methods. Initial onditions involve a bubble

onneted to the outside atmosphere by a preexisting opening in a

thin liquid layer. The evolution of the bubble is studied as a funtion

of bubble radius. A jet forms with or without the formation of a tiny

air bubble at the base of the jet. The radius of the droplet formed at

the tip of the jet is found to be about one tenth of the initial bubble

radius. A series of ritial radiuses exist, for whih a transition from

a dynamis with or without bubbles exist. For some parameter val-

ues, the jet formation is lose to a singular ow, with a onial avity

shape and a large urvature or usp at the bottom. This is ompared

to similar singularities investigated in other ontexts suh as Faraday

waves.

1 Introdution

Bubbles bursting at the water surfae are a familiar everyday ourrene.

They also take part in important proesses of transport and exhange aross

liquid/gas interfaes, aused by the ejetion of jets and various kinds of small

droplets. These are involved in the transfer of heat, mass and various on-

taminants between the oeans and the atmosphere [1℄. Indeed, breaking

waves ause the formation of a large number of bubbles beneath the water
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level. The eÆieny of the resulting mass transfer, inluding the transfer

of CO

2

depends on the initial properties of the ejeted droplets (size, initial

veloity).

The phenomena produing aerosols during the bursting of a bubble are of

two kinds: the �rst is the rupture of the �lm separating the bubble from the

atmosphere. This �lm atomization an produe several hundred droplets of

around a mirometer in diameter whih probably represent a large fration

of the transfers [1℄. Sine the sales involved during this rupture are of the

order of 100 nm, a physial desription is outside the sope of ontinuum

uid mehanis. Indeed, long-range moleular fores suh as Van der Waals

fores or eletrostati repulsion must be taken into aount [2℄.

The small avity remaining after the �lm rupture ollapses under the

e�et of both surfae-tension and buoyany. This ollapse gives birth to a

narrow vertial jet whih eventually breaks into one or several droplets (see

Fig. 1). This phenomenon onstitutes the seond aerosol prodution proess

and is the prinipal topi of this paper.

These aerosols are of a di�erent kind: they are ejeted vertially | whih

is not the ase for �lm aerosols | and their diameter is about one tenth of

the size of the initial avity, i.e. about 100 �m for a typial bubble radius

of one millimeter. Depending on their mass and initial veloity, the droplets

will either fall bak into water or evaporate.

The topi of this paper is the investigation of the bubble evolution after

the initial �lm rupturing, inluding the jet formation. A numerial method

solving the Navier-Stokes equations and desribing the free surfae with high

preision is used. Previous numerial studies of these phenomena have been

made postulating mostly invisid uids; however, a modi�ed boundary ele-

ment method taking into aount small visous e�ets was also used [2, 3℄.

A Navier-Stokes simulation was shown in [4℄, with a VOF-type method in a

regime where the bubble is very deformed.

In most previous studies the e�et of �lm atomization on jet birth was

assumed to be negligible. Few omparisons were made with experimental

data. Some experimental studies were also onduted to measure quanti-

ties suh as jet veloity [5, 6, 7℄, size of the �rst ejeted droplet, height at

whih the droplet detahes from the jet, or height reahed by the droplet.

These experiments are fairly diÆult to ondut, beause of surfae ontam-

ination whih modi�es signi�antly the free-surfae boundary ondition and

the surfae tension oeÆient.

As our numerial results will demonstrate, the jet formation is in many
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Figure 1: Jet produed by the ollapse of a spherial avity. The end droplet

will eventually detah due to the Savart-Plateau-Rayleigh instability.
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ases singular and self-similar. Singular jets forming at a free surfae have al-

ready been observed and studied in di�erent ontexts. Indeed, in the bubble-

bursting problem as well as in several other free-surfae ows, one observes

the formation of a onial avity, with a very high urvature or usp at its

base. In some ases a small bubble is trapped at the bottom of the avity.

A thin narrow jet subsequently forms in a self-similar manner. This phe-

nomenon was observed experimentally in Faraday waves by Longuet-Higgins

[8℄ and Lathrop [9℄, in the development of the jet inside a bubble ontaining

a sink ow in the numerial study of [10℄. For bursting bubbles the oni-

al avity may be seen in the experiments and simulations but the singular

harater of the jet formation has not been investigated to our knowledge.

The phenomenon may also be seen in the avity formed by falling raindrops

[11, 12, 13, 14℄.

The evolution of the onial avity has been studied by Longuet-Higgins

[12℄ as a speial ase of a family of hyperboli surfaes : onial surfaes

were shown to be a speial ase of the hyperboli surfaes of Ref. [8℄. These

onial surfaes are preserved by the veloity potential

� = A(t)r

2

P

2

(os �) (1)

where r is the spherial radial distane and � the polar angle measured from

the north pole, whih yields the veloity �eld

r� = A(t)(�x;�y; 2z); (2)

where A(t) is an arbitrary funtion. Indeed any onial free surfae in this

ow remains onial. For positive A the avity opens in time as in the

experiment.

Of ourse the atual ow is not exatly onial. The bottom of the one

is rounded, and osillates in shape as apillary waves onverge towards the

bottom of the onial surfae. At some instant in time the bottom may

develop a usp, followed by jet formation. This proess is obviously singular

at least for some values of the parameters, but there is no agreement among

the above ited publiations on the exat nature of the singularity.

Indeed one may inquire into the spei� saling form of the singularity.

The Euler equations without surfae tension and gravity will in priniple

admit self-similar solutions of the form

�(x; t) = jt� t

0

j

m

'(xjt� t

0

j

�n

) (3)
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where ' is an arbitrary saling funtion and t

0

is the singularity time. The

solution may be valid before and/or after the singularity time. The exponents

should satisfy m = 2n � 1. Indeed with this ondition all the terms in the

Bernoulli equation balane. However when surfae tension is added, the only

way to form a self-similar solution that balanes inertia and surfae tension is

by seleting n = 2=3. This is beause the only length sale that an be built

is r



= (�t

2

=�)

1=3

where � is the surfae tension and � the density. Then the

similarity variable is � = x=r



and the ow veloity diverges like t

�1=3

near

the singularity for a �xed value of the similarity variable �. This idea is at

the basis of 2=3 exponents found for instane by Miksis and Keller [15℄. This

type of saling, was applied by Ze� et al. [9℄ to observations of jet formation

in Faraday waves. The leading order term for the veloity potential is of the

form

� = Cjt� t

0

j

1=3

r

1=2

P

1=2

(os �): (4)

However, a series of alternate theories for singular free-surfae ows and

in partiular the onial avity and jet formation was proposed by Longuet-

Higgins. He has shown that the type of ow desribed by Eq. (2) had

a divergent veloity with A(t) � jt � t

0

j

�1=3

thus a t

�1=3

divergene for a

�xed value of the real (unsaled) distane r [12℄. In this solution the saling

is not �xed by a balane with surfae tension. Instead, surfae tension is

added as a perturbation to the onial solution, in the form of a sink ow

[12℄. The Longuet-Higgins solution yields an angle for the onial avity

of 2� = 109

Æ

5, in good agreement with the numerial observations of [11℄.

Another self-similar solution for jet formation was found numerially by [10℄

obtaining yet another saling, for the ase of jet formation inside a bubble.

The potential is then approximated by

� = A(t)r

1=4

P

1=4

(os �): (5)

This artile is organized as follows. We �rst desribe the general ontext

of this study, the non-dimensional numbers ontrolling the problem and the

saling laws dedued from dimensional analysis. We then briey introdue

the numerial method we use and its main advantages. A �rst omparison

with experimental pro�les is presented. Finally, a detailed parametri study

is onduted using a simple initial shape for the avity and negleting gravity.

We measure the volume of the �rst ejeted droplet, the veloity of the jet

and the maximum pressure enountered on the axis of symmetry and disuss

the results. In some irumstanes, a tiny bubble is formed at the base of
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the jet. The self-similar ow ourring when the onial avity and the usp

form is investigated.

2 Initial onditions and expeted saling laws

Given the small size of the bubbles we are interested in (diameter is around

one millimeter), some assumptions an be made regarding the parameters

governing jet birth. The �rst idea is to suppose that the avity is motionless

at the initial time. Experiments have shown that, even in the absene of sur-

fatants, the bubble an stay at the free surfae in a quasistati equilibrium

for a few seonds [16℄. The bubble is then separated from the atmosphere by

a thin liquid �lm, the avity being subjet to surfae tension and buoyany

fores. A model for this stati on�guration is a more or less deformed bub-

ble adjaent over part of its surfae to a �lm of negligible thikness. This

on�guration may be omputed, or obtained from the experimental data as

in the ase reported in [7℄.

When the �lm reahes a ritial thikness (about 100 nm) after draining

slowly , it breaks more or less rapidly (depending on the presene of surfae

ontaminants). It is then possible to run simulations by taking the urrent,

stati on�guration and removing the thin �lm. While we do this in one

ase, the drawbak is that a sharp orner exists at the rim of the nek or

junture between the �lm and the bulk liquid. The small length sales in-

volved may reate numerial onvergene problems. Moreover, as we show

below, small length sales are generated independently of initial onditions

by the steepening of apillary waves and jet formation. Keeping the small

length sales in the initial onditions makes it more diÆult to observe the

intrinsially generated small sales. We thus deided to drastially smooth

the rim of the nek. In most alulations, the initial shape was de�ned as

follows. A spherial avity is separated from the atmosphere by a irular

hole, the border of the hole being a irular rim (see Fig.2).

The ollapse behavior depends only on four physial parameters: the

kinemati visosity �, �, � and the aeleration due to gravity g. Out of the

four physial parameters only two length sales an be de�ned, the apillary

length R



= (�=�g)

1=2

and the the visous-apillary length R

�

= ��

2

=�. In

pure water R



= 2:7 mm and R

�

= 0:014�m respetively. If the radius of the

bubble R� R



, apillary e�ets are predominant ompared with the gravity

e�ets; if R � R

�

, visous e�ets are expeted to be negligible ompared
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to the apillary ones. For R

�

� R � R



the phenomenon is dominated by

surfae tension and inertia.

Figure 2: The initial on�guration in the \large rim" ase. The grid is a 512

2

Cartesian grid.

We also deided to neglet the e�et of gravity whih is a orret approx-

imation for R � R



. Therefore, only the Ohnesorge number Z = ��

2

=�R

governs the phenomenon and dimensional analysis gives veloity in the form

V

s

�R

�

= F

 

��

2

�R

!

; (6)
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where F is an unknown funtion.

Whenever R

�

� R � R



, we also expet that visosity plays no role.

The only way to eliminate visosity is to suppose that the funtion F has a

�nite, non-zero limit C when � goes to zero. The non-dimensional veloity

of the jet then behaves like

V

V

�

' C

�

R

R

�

�

�1=2

(7)

where V

�

= �=��.

Similar arguments lead to a saling law for the non-dimensional pressure

of the form

P

P

�

� C

0

�

R

R

�

�

�1

(8)

where P

�

= �

2

=��

2

.

3 Numerial method

The hoie of the numerial method is onditioned by the terms we need

to solve aurately. In our problem, the �rst term of interest is surfae

tension: being the main driving fore in the parameter range we onsider,

it is important to model it orretly. Given the large density ratio between

water and air we an moreover assume that the inuene of the gas phase is

negligible.

Aording to these two assumptions, we used a numerial method whih

solves the full axisymmetri Navier-Stokes equations in a uid bounded by

a free surfae while allowing an aurate desription of the interfaial terms

suh as surfae tension. This method has been doumented elsewhere [17, 18℄

and has been shown to produe aurate qualitative and quantitative results

when ompared with both theoretial and experimental data.

In short, a regular Cartesian �xed grid is used. Massless partiles (mark-

ers) adveted by the ow de�ne the position of the interfae. Linked by

ubi splines, they desribe aurately the geometry of the free surfae. For

ells whih are not ut by the free surfae, a lassial �nite-volume sheme is

applied. For the ells in the viinity of the interfae, �nite di�erenes annot

be omputed sine veloities are not de�ned in the \gas" phase. There-

fore, an extrapolation of the veloity �eld near the free surfae on the other

side is neessary. This extrapolation must take into aount the boundary
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onditions on the free surfae (in partiularly the nullity of the tangential

stress). This is done by using a least-mean-square proedure onstrained by

the ondition of vanishing tangential stress. Comparisons with theoretial

results show that this approah gives an aurate desription of the visous

dissipative terms assoiated with the boundary onditions.

The pressure on the boundary is obtained as follows. The loal urvature

is estimated from the spline reonstrution. The loal normal visous stress

is estimated from the above least-squares proedure. Then the pressure is

obtained from the normal-stress boundary ondition. The pressure on the

boundary serves as a boundary ondition for the Poisson equation for the

pressure. This equation is in turn solved using a multigrid algorithm.

Most omputations have been made on a 512

2

grid, exept the omparison

with the experimental pro�les from MaIntyre, whih has been made on a

1024

2

grid and some seleted omputations whih were re�ned to 1024

2

grids.

4 Comparison of the numerial results with

experimental pro�les

We have �rst initialized the alulation with a realisti shape, and taken into

aount all the physial parameters, i.e. apillarity, visosity and gravity.

The goal was to ompare the results with a series of shapes published by

MaIntyre [7℄. The initial shape of the free surfae has been obtained from

the �rst image given by MaIntyre, just after the �lm rupture.

Fig. 3 illustrates the experimental and the omputational results. The

numerial parameters are: � = 10

�6

m

2

/s, � = 0:072 kg/s

2

, � = 1000 kg/m

3

and the volume of the bubble is the same as the one given by MaIntyre:

2:57 �l. The omputational time is about one day on the 1024

2

grid. The

overall agreement is very satisfatory. In partiular apillary waves are well

desribed, in ontrast to the earlier published results using boundary integral

methods [3, 2℄. We believe that this lak of apillary waves is due to the

strong smoothing needed to avoid numerial instabilities in boundary integral

tehniques (and probably also to an insuÆient spatial resolution, whih is

also limited by numerial stability). In our method, real, moleular visosity

is present and the �ne grid we use allows in priniple to solve the small spatial

sales of the apillary waves.

The time interval between images is the same as the one given by Ma-
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Figure 3: Time sequene of the jet formation in a 2:57�l bubble bursting

at a free surfae. Top: experimental [7℄ and bottom: omputational results.

Pro�les are 1=6000s: apart.
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Intyre, i.e. 1=6000s. A di�erene in time between pro�les an be seen, even

if the shape is very similar. A possible explanation is the presene of sur-

fae ontaminants in the MaIntyre experiment. These ontaminants ould

hange the surfae tension, even modify its value loally, therefore hanging

the behavior of the free surfae through generation of Marangoni urrents.

They ould also make the interfae partially or entirely rigid, hanging the

free-surfae boundary ondition.

Figure 4: Vortiity isolines during the ollapse of the bubble for the same

onditions as in Fig. 3.
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Figure 5: Same as previous �gure.

Figure 6: Same as previous �gure.
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Figure 7: Same as previous �gure .
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Solving the full Navier-Stokes equations, we have aess to vortiity whih

an, as we will see later, have an important e�et even on very small stru-

tures in a low visosity uid suh as water. Fig. 4 shows the vortiity isolines

during the ollapse of the avity. The vortiity is on�ned to a thin bound-

ary layer before the jet birth. Later on however, a vortiity one is entrained

below the jet and the shear stress there is omparable to that in the narrow

jet. This detahment of vortiity illustrates the formation of a downward jet,

already observed by Boulton-Stone and Blake with their modi�ed boundary

integral method [3, 2℄.

5 Results of the parametri study

A set of omputations have been made for radii between 10

�6

m and 10

�2

m

( 10

2

< R=R

�

< 10

6

) with the initial shape desribed above.

The evolution of the pro�les is very similar to that shown on Fig. 3. A

onial avity forms with a train of apillary waves onverging to the axis.

The number of apillary waves depends strongly on the Ohnesorge number:

the higher this number, the higher the number of apillary waves onverging

to the base of the avity. Fig. 8 shows a large-radius ase with a large number

of waves (see also Fig. 11). In some ases, espeially near R=R

�

= 10

3

the jet

beame very thin (Fig. 9) and the loal radius of urvature smaller than the

grid size. The alulation then beomes inaurate and has to be stopped.

For some parameter values we observe an tendeny to trap a bubble on

the axis of symmetry just before the formation of the jet. We have searhed

systematially for bubble entrapment. There are two ompeting hanges of

shape: the jet formation is heralded by a hange of urvature at the base

of the avity, while the bubble pinhing is preeded by the formation of an

overhang in the interfae, i.e. the height h(r) of the interfae beomes multi-

valued. Thus our riterion for inipient bubble formation is as follows: (a)

The height h(r) beomes steep, then multi-valued, and (b) the urvature at

the base remains positive. This is only an indiation that a bubble will be

trapped before the jet forms as shown on Fig. 10, but we need suh a rude

riterion beause the bubbles are very small for the kinds of grids we have.

We found a �rst bubble entrapment region for 576 < R=R

�

< 2016, the

seond one between 57600 < R=R

�

< 288000. Other suh regions at higher

values of R=R

�

are likely, but diÆult to observe numerially. One indiation

is the existene of large trains of apillary waves at large R=R

�

as shown on
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Figure 9: The initial phase of jet formation as seen in two simulations. For

the large bubble (dashed line, R=R

�

= 14400) the jet is relatively wide and

well resolved numerially. For smaller bubbles (solid line, R=R

�

= 720) the

jet may beome extremely thin.
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Fig. 11.

The topology of the interfae hanges when a bubble is trapped. This

pinhing is a singular event akin to the pinhing of a gas ylinder by the

Savart-Plateau-Rayleigh instability. We shall all it a pinhing singularity

to distinguish it from other free surfae singularities. To pursue the al-

ulation numerially beyond a pinhing singularity, one should in priniple

perform surgery on the marker hain and ontinue the simulation. This is

however diÆult beause the problem slightly hanges in nature: the pres-

sure inside the small trapped bubble annot be set to atmospheri pressure

but should in priniple depend on the bubble volume through some equation

of state. This hanges markedly the nature of the alulation. Moreover the

trapped bubbles are extremely small and very diÆult to resolve without

mesh adaptation. Thus in most ases we ontinued the simulation without

marker surgery. When the trapped bubble is very small, the marker hain

reorganizes itself spontaneously and the alulation proeeds. In some ases,

as in the rightmost bubble entrapment region, it seems that the e�et on

the dynamis is small. In other ases, as in the leftmost entrapment region,

the alulation has to be stopped or provides unreliable results whih were

removed from the quantitative analyses below.

We have redone all the alulations for a di�erent initial ondition. The

overall on�guration is the same as on Fig. 2 but the rim thikness is halved.

All the above qualitative results are idential. In partiular, we do not ob-

serve any steepening of the apillary waves or thinner jets as we redue the

rim size. This is a lear indiation that the small length sales we observe

form spontaneously, independently of initial onditions.

5.1 Jet veloity

A �rst quantity of interest is the veloity of the jet, or the ejetion speed of

the �rst drop. Fig. 12 shows the non-dimensional veloity of the jet, mea-

sured when the top of the jet reahes the mean water level. Cirle symbols

orrespond to the larger rim thikness as on Fig. 2 while square symbols or-

respond to thinner rims. Apart from a vertial shift, the measured veloities

are very similar. This shift may in part be explained by the fat that we

measure the jet veloity at the mean water level for both ases, whih is at

a di�erent distane from the base of the two avities.

For a large range of radii (between 2 � 10

4

and 10

6

times the visous-

apillary length R

�

), the numerial results are in good agreement with the

17



Figure 10: Beginning of the entrapment of a bubble by the ollapsing avity,

for R=R

�

= 10

5

(a 1:4mm bubble).
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Figure 11: The veloity of the interfae on the axis for R=R

�

= 2:88 10

5

. The

osillations orrespond to the arrival of a train of apillary waves. For this

large value of R=R

�

apillary waves are numerous and of short wavelength.

The very large exursion in veloity may be due to the existene of a fur-

ther bubble entrapment region, however the very small sales involved make

numerial resolution diÆult.
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invisid saling. For small radii the veloity starts dereasing as R dereases.

For the smallest radii we have investigated the avity relaxes to a at surfae

shape without jet formation.

The regions where bubbles form at the base of the jet are indiated as

vertial lines on Fig. 12. In the leftmost region, around R=R

�

= 10

3

, for

the reasons disussed above, there is a gap in data points. It is thus possible

that muh higher jet veloities may be reahed in that region.

5.2 Maximum pressure on the axis of symmetry

We have omputed the maximum pressure on the axis of symmetry when

the jet reahes the mean water level. Fig. 13 shows this pressure and a �t

in (R=R

�

)

�1

. One more, the numerial result is in good agreement with

the saling law for radii between 2:10

4

and 10

6

times the visous-apillary

length. We also remark a small jitter about the straight line on the right

hand side of the urve, perhaps as a result of the singular behavior in the

bubble entrapment region. Note again that in the left hand side of the urve

we ould not reliably alulate pressure.

5.3 Radius of the �rst ejeted drop

Experimental data obtained by Spiel et al. [6℄ tend to show that the radius

of the �rst ejeted drop is about one-tenth the radius of the initial bubble.

We have obtained this radius from the numerial simulations as follows.

The omputation stops when the jet thikness reahes the size of one ompu-

tational ell. The jet rupture will our soon thereafter. The volume enlosed

by the free-surfae between this point of minimum thikness and the tip of

the jet is then a good approximation of the volume of the ejeted droplet.

The equivalent radius R

d

is de�ned as the radius of a spherial droplet with

the same volume.

Fig. 14 shows R

d

=R. For large R=R

�

we obtain a linear �t R

d

� 0:13R

whih is onsistent with the experimentally observed value of R=10. This

linear behavior is onsistent with the visosity-independent regime of Eqs.

(7, 8) in whih the only length sale is R. On the other hand, there is a large

fration of the data where this regime does not hold and the ejeted drop

radius is muh smaller than R=10. Notie again the gap in values around

R=R

�

= 10

3

. There the jet was too thin to be well-resolved numerially, and

the atual droplet size may be muh smaller. Varying the initial ondition
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Figure 13: Maximum pressure on the axis of symmetry when the jet reahes

the mean water level. As in the previous �gure the bubble entrapment regions

are marked.
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has little e�et, exept at small radii where the thinner rim leads to a larger

droplet.

6 Singular jet formation by urvature rever-

sal

The formation of a thin, high-veloity jet in and around the �rst bubble

entrapment region leads to suspet the existene of a singularity. The saling

(3) disussed above yields

h(u; t) = (t

0

� t)

2=3

f(u(t

0

� t)

�2=3

); (9)

�(u; z; t) = (t

0

� t)

1=3

'(u(t

0

� t)

�2=3

; z(t

0

� t)

�2=3

); (10)

where h is the surfae elevation and u = r os � the distane to the axis of

symmetry. We resaled the radial and vertial oordinates of the surfae

points by (t

0

� t)

2=3

for R=R

�

= 720. We determined t

0

by �tting two of the

resaled pro�les onto one another. The results are shown on Fig. 15.

All the pro�les have been translated vertially in order for the point on the

axis of symmetry to be at the same vertial oordinate. The resaled pro�les

superimpose well at small values of the similarity variable �. The shape of

the pro�les losely resembles the experimental and numerial pro�les in other

types of ow [11, 14, 9℄. However at a large distane from the singularity the

one angle is about 73

Æ

. This should be ompared with the angle of the avity

seen in the MIntyre data shown on Fig. 3. There, on pro�le 6 we measure

an angle of 68

Æ

, a small di�erene with our alulations. In ontrast, the

other physial proesses disussed in the introdution yield relatively larger

angles.

The �nite visosity should also introdue a disrepany with the theoret-

ial similarity solution. It seems however that its e�ets are small in that

ase.

In referene [9℄ it was shown that for Faraday waves there was a onne-

tion between bubble entrapment and singularities. In our ase the piture

seems di�erent. The self-similar solution (10) is observed in the entire �rst

bubble entrapment band. On the other hand, this solution is not seen in or

around the seond band of bubble entrapment, where we should in priniple

also have a singularity. However the shape of the interfae is very di�erent

in that ase (Fig. 16) and a superposition using the above resaled variables
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Figure 15: Comparison between suessive pro�les made non-dimensional

using the saling � = x=(t

0

� t)

2=3

desribed in the text. Left: unresaled

pro�les. Right: resaled pro�les. There the opening angle of the avity is

around 73

Æ

. Sine the numerial method uses adaptive time-stepping, the

pro�les are not separated by equal time intervals.
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Figure 16: Shape of the interfae on the edge of the seond bubble formation

region at R = 57600. In that ase a resaling of the type shown on Fig 15

ould not be found. As in the previous Figure pro�les are not separated by

uniform time intervals.
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ould not be found. A possible explanation is that the onial avity as-

soiated with the singularity is present here only on the large sale as seen

on Fig. 10. The onvergene of small-sale apillary waves is not able by

itself to generate a self-similar onial ow. Thus the onial ow would be

at least as important as bubble formation in produing the surfae-tension

driven self-similar saling.

A tantalizing possibility is the existene of further bands of bubble en-

trapment and singularities to the right of the seond band. While bubble

entrapment is observed in some ases, details of the dynamis are not well-

enough resolved. It is likely that bubble entrapment and usp singularities

are related to the amplitude of the onverging apillary waves. As visosity

is redued, ever more apillary waves are observed to onverge on the axis.

For very large values of R=R

�

, waves having both short wavelength and small

amplitude are formed.
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7 Conlusions

We have presented a numerial study of the bursting proess of bubbles at

a free surfae. The sheme used was based on an aurate desription of

the free surfae with the help of a markers hain. This method has shown

good apabilities to resolve small apillary waves. The large sale features of

the dynamis, the pressure and �nal droplet radius may be predited with

auray, exept near the �rst bubble entrapment region near R=R

�

= 10

3

.

The preditions are quantitatively in agreement with experiment: the angle

of opening of the avity is similar to the angle observed in the experiments

of MaIntyre and the size of the droplet at the tip of the jet is lose to the

experimentally reported size.

The measurements of jet veloity near R=R

�

= 10

3

show a surprisingly

large veloity. The interfae shape sales with a harateristi length r �

jt� t

0

j

2=3

predited by the balane of surfae tension and inertia. The shape

of the interfae resembles shapes found in other jet-forming ows and usp

singularities, but has quantitative di�erenes suh as the opening angle of

the onial avity.

The onnetion of this saling with bubble entrapment is less lear. We

found the saling in a wide region. The ourrene of self similar ow and an

approximate singularity is not onneted to the exat boundary of a bubble

entrapment band. We also found bubble entrapment transitions whih were

not assoiated to the jt � t

0

j

2=3

saling. Finally the angle of the onial

avity agrees with the experimental data for bursting bubbles, but not with

the angles seen or predited in other ows. This indiates that other types

of singularities, orresponding to di�erent topologies or initial onditions,

may be observed. Further work should explore in detail the nature of these

singularities using for instane mesh re�nement.

Also of interest would be a study of the inuene of the initial shape of

the bubble. We have shown that a fator of two hange in the rim thikness

had no qualitative e�et, and very little quantitative e�et on the ollapse

proess. However other hanges in the initial ondition may ause a hange in

the position of the various singularities. In other words, for a given radius, it

would be possible to reah a singularity by hanging the shape of the bubble.
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